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"Finally! Now You - Or Anyone - Can Make Money From Every Post You Write Through Monetizing Your

Blogs For Abundance Of Profits!" Discover 4 Very Good Reasons Why You Should Start Your Own Blog

And Create Your Wealth Around It - Whether It's For Personal Or Business Use! Dear Friend, Did you

know? According to the American Life Project and The Guardian (UK), in the last 6 months of 2004, blog

readers grew from a mere 17 of the population to a robust 37 -- that's a significant increase! And this year

2006 - that figure projected to increase by yet another 20-24 on top of the existing percentage! Evidently,

more and more Internet users are becoming more accustomed to reading and relying on independent

sources of information other than common media, whether it's for business or personal usage. Which

leads to another interesting question: should you be starting your own blog? Here Are 4 Very Good

Reasons Why You Should Be Starting Your Own Blog! Starting your own blog can be free. As a matter of

fact, your startup cost is just about zero. More and more Internet users today are becoming more

comfortable to reading and surfing at weblogs other than relying on formal sources and media for

information. No technical knowledge is required. In other words, you don't have to be HTML or

programming savvy to know how to utilize a blog. One of the most common profit vehicle linked to blogs

is that of monetizing from Google Adsense program. You don't necessarily have to have your own

product in order to make money online. As long as you can drive targeted traffic into your blog and

increase your ad clickthroughs, your income is guaranteed. Now while the reasons are rather persuasive

and that blogging can be all profitable for any individual, what are often the problems are: Owning a blog

can be a serious drain on your time. Whether you're posting on your personal or business blog, updates

play a very vital role here. We're not just talking about attracting your readers to keep coming back for

fresh content. You need to take into consideration about major Search Engines that influence the rank of

your web pages! Creating fresh content on a regular basis can prove to be a challenge. From a marketing

perspective, a blog can significantly detract from your time. It can also put you in a bind to add fresh

content to a site that might be better off with a static, optimized sales page. Relying on only one income
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source. In most cases, relying on only one source of income i.e. Google Adsense can spell "suicide". It

might have passed off as alright if you're doing it as a hobby but what if you're a serious player and you

intend to make serious income? Now you wish that there's someone (or something) that could teach you

the ropes and trades of blogging - in and out. You're very sure that there's more to the game of blogging

than just smacking together a couple of blogs filled with tons of irrelevant pages and then paste your

Google Adsense codes. And what about commitment? You want to post at your leisure - not out of force.

Yet you know the consequences of not updating your blog often. That'll risk you at running out of ideas

quick. This isn't taking into account how much time and effort you could be wasting on writing alone which

you could've better spend the same effort marketing your blog instead (that's where the money is, after

all). Well... you're in for a treat. Announcing The Blogger's Guide To Profits: BLOGGING YOUR WAY TO

WEALTH 53 Letter-Size Pages, PDF Format, Instant Download Whether you are new to the blogging

scene or have owned your own set of online blogs, it's time you turn your blogs into cash-raking assets

that will work hard for you - around the clock! Imagine, Learning Things Like: The 9 types of profitable

blogs you can start building right now at zero cost! 6 powerful profit centers you can discover and utilize

all from the same blog (besides Google Adsense, that is)! How to pick up a super HOT topic to make

money from in less than 5 minutes! How to create your own blog from scratch under 10 minutes - it

doesn't matter even if you have no previous HTML or programming experience! Blogging power

strategies not many know so well of that can turn every page in your blog into income-generating assets!

Increasing your blog page ranking and popular Search Engine results significantly the easy way! The art

of driving targeted traffic into your blog - while this has always been a mystery to most novice bloggers

and beginning marketers, my manual demystifies this topic and exposes the truth, once and for all, on

getting extremely TARGETED traffic to your blogs in boatloads! How to use your blogs as lead-generating

vehicles for maximum results! (Hint: no, it's not just about placing an opt-in box in the page!) How to

constantly update your blogs with fresh TOP quality content without having to necessarily chalk out a

single word! There are little known methods that can help you possibly achieve this, believe it or not! How

to position your Google Adsense codes in your blog templates and optimize your blog content for

maximum focus in your ads display... for maximum profits! How you can use RSS in benefiting your blog

growth and activities by as much as 150 and above! How you can use your blog posts two-fold in building

your blog page ranking and gaining viral exposure for FREE! Starting your own blog for massive profits in



9 easy steps! Powerful tools and resources you can use for FREE or low cost, And much, much more to

be covered!
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